1. Introduction

This document provides a description of procedures, tools, and criteria for the PCI Express® (PCIe) Gen1 and Gen2 electrical compliance tests for the i.MX 6SoloX Applications Processor.

2. Test equipment

2.1. Test board

The test is performed on the MCIMX6SX-SDB board.

2.2. Measurement equipment

This equipment is used to measure signal quality:

- Oscilloscope: Agilent DSO91304
- Cables and Adapters:
  - 2 Rosenberger SMP-SMP cables P/N: 71L-19K2-19K2-00305C
  - 4 Agilent SMA-SMP cables P/N: N4235-61602
  - 4 Agilent BNC connectors: P/N:54855-67604
- Test Fixture: CLB3.0 X1/X16
- Mini-PCIe cover to PCIe board

Figure 1. SMP-SMP cable

Figure 2. SMA-SMP cable
Figure 3. BNC connector

Figure 4. CLB3.0 X1X16 with key features
2.3. **Test environment**

- Operation System: Linux® OS L3.10
- Additional software changes for PCIe compliance test based on L2.6.35_1.0.0 is required. To access software changes and updated test images, visit [L3.10.53_1.1.0_iMX6QDLS_Bundle](#).

2.4. **Analysis software**

- N5393C PCI Express Test Application

2.5. **Additional information**

- Test items: only contains the electrical test.
- Test method and equipment operation:
- 100 MHz reference clock: internal PLL clock (default).
- 100 MHz reference clock: external PLL clock.
NOTE

The default clock source is the internal PLL clock. If the developer wants to use the external oscillator, rework on the i.MX 6SoloX SD board is required. See the PCIe clock notes in the i.MX 6SoloX SD board schematic for details.

3. PCIe Test basic procedures

The following is an overview of the test steps:

1. Perform scope calibration and cable de-skew, as explained in Appendix A.
2. Connect four BNC connectors to channel 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the oscilloscope.
3. Connect four SMA-SMP cables to the BNC connectors on the oscilloscope.
   a. Connect the SMP end of the SMA-SMP cable on channel 1 to the J13 on the CLB board, as it is the positive data line.
   b. Connect the SMP end of the SMA-SMP cable on channel 3 to the J12 on the CLB board, as it is the negative data line.
   c. Connect the SMP end of the SMA-SMP cable on channel 2 to the J16 on the CLB board, as it is the positive clock line (100 MHz).
   d. Connect the SMP end of the SMA-SMP cable on channel 4 to the J9 on the CLB board, as it is the negative clock line (100 MHz).
4. Insert the SD card (containing the PCIe test image) into the SD4 slot. Make sure the boot switches (SW10, SW11, and SW12) have been correctly set.
5. Connect the mini-PCIe converter to the PCIe daughter board. Proceed to connect that to the mini-PCIe connector (J15) on the i.MX6SX SDB board.
6. Connect the CLB board to the PCIe connector (CN3) on the mini-PCIe converter. Proceed to connect that to PCIe daughter board.
7. Configure the following on the CLB board:
   
   a. Change the slide switch SW3 to position the “x1 REF CLK” side as shown in the below figure.

   Figure 6. Switch SW3 setting

   b. Change the slide switch SW4 to position the “x1 REF CLK MEAS” side as shown in the below figure.

   Figure 7. Switch SW4 setting
8. This figure displays the entire connection.

![Diagram of entire connection]

Figure 8. Whole connection

9. After all preparations are complete, power on the board and run the PCIe test software on the oscilloscope.

   Analyze->Automated Test Apps->N5393C PCIExpress Test App

   Choose the following options in the test software:
   
   a. In the ‘Device’ menu, choose the correct test mode. To perform the PCIe 1.1 tests, choose the ‘PCIe 1.1’ option.
   
   b. In the ‘Test Point’ menu, choose the ‘System Board Tests’ and ‘RefClk Tests’ options.
   
   c. In the ‘Test Information’ menu, choose the ‘Clean Clock’ option.
   
   d. In the ‘Data Lane’ menu, the x1 lane test is performed. There is no need to choose anything in this menu.
   
   e. For other options, keep the default value.
This figure displays all setup options.

![Figure 9. The setup configuration in the PCIe test software](image)

10. In the “Select Tests” option, choose ‘test all’.
11. In the ‘Connect’ option, check that all test cables have been connected properly.
12. If the developer wants to run the PCIe 1.1 test, select the ‘Run Tests’ option to begin the PCIe test.
13. If the developer wants to run the PCIe 2.0 test, other settings should be selected:
   a. Use the SMP-SMP cable to connect the J85 to J4. Use another SMP-SMP cable to connect the J5 to J87, as shown in this figure.

   ![Figure 10. PCIe 2.0 test settings](image)

   b. Change the slide switch SW4 to position “x1 COMP MODE SEL” and place with the side down, as shown in the figure below.

c. Press SW1 switch to make sure distance between the closest-spaced adjacent crossover locations is around 200 ps (5 GT/s).

   **NOTE**

   Make sure the board is powered on before doing this configuration.

d. Change the slide switch SW4 back to position “x1 REF CLK MEAS”.

   ![Figure 11. SW1 and SW4 settings at PCIe 2.0 test](image)
4. PCIE Test results

On the i.MX6SX SDB board, the internal clock is the default. When performing the PCIE test, the developer needs to test the Eye-Width, Phase jitter, Rising Edge Rate, and so on. The test report provides detailed test results.

4.1. PCIE 1.1 test results – Internal clock

The detailed settings have been described in Section 3 of this document. After the test, the developer can see the test results, as shown in the figure below.

![Figure 12. PCIE 1.1 test results](image)

The developer can access the main results of the PCIE 1.1 test. More detailed information is available in the test report from [https://community.freescale.com/docs/DOC-106210](https://community.freescale.com/docs/DOC-106210).
4.2. **PCIE 1.1 test results – External clock**

Some rework is required on the i.MX6SX SDB board to be able to choose the external clock for the PCIe test. This is shown in the figure below.

![Rework diagram](image)

**Figure 13. Rework when using external clock**

The rework instructions (located on page 16 of the schematic revision C):

1. The area outlined in green defines all components that need to be populated.
2. Remove R442, R443, R179, R180, C149, and C150.
3. Populate the R459, R460, R461, and R462 for termination resistors (HCSL-to-LVDS). Directions are located on page 6 of the schematic.
The other settings are the same with the PCIe 1.1 test – Internal clock configuration. The test result is shown in the figure below.

![Test Results Table](image)

**Figure 14. PCIe 1.1 – External clock test result**

The developer can access the main results of the PCIe 1.1 test. Additional information is available in the test report from [PCIe 1.1 test report_External Clock.pdf](PCIe_1.1_test_report_External_Clock.pdf).

### 4.3. PCIe 2.0 test results – External clock

When performing the PCIe 2.0 test, make sure the board rework is the same as the rework for the PCIe 1.1 - External clock case.

**NOTE**

To perform the PCIe 2.0 test, follow step 13 in Section 3.
The figure below displays the test results after performing the PCIe 2.0 test.

![Figure 15: PCIe 2.0 test report](image)

The developer can access the main results of the PCIe 1.1 test. More detailed information is available in the test report from [https://community.freescale.com/docs/DOC-106210](https://community.freescale.com/docs/DOC-106210).
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